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9 Structured analysis & design

1. Introduction to SSA/SD

2. SSA/SD representation

• functional

• data-modelling

• structural

3. SSA/SD process

• Transaction analysis

• Transform analysis

• System integration



9.1 Overview

• Originated at about the same time as JSP, developed
by Constantine, Yourdon and De Marco

• Evolved from data processing, sequential problems

• Top-down strategy based on functional decomposition,
considering information flow and data structure

• Consists of two separated but related techniques:

1. Structured System Analysis: the solution
(based on problem)

2. Structured Design: its implementation
(based on solution)



Structured system analysis (SSA)

• Goal is a functional specification: what system does

• Context Diagram

– most abstract description

– shows external data flows
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Context diagram of a drinks vending machine.



Structured system analysis (SSA)

• Common strategies for producing other DFD levels:

1. Top-down functional decomposition: system split into

subtasks until functions are simple enough to make

P-specs (process specifications)

2. Event partitioning: transaction identified for event,

by decomposition of larger actions and composition

of related actions



Structured system analysis

• Producing the DFDs requires practice:

– Begin to identify operations by considering the I/O
(normally well defined in requirements)

– Work inward from these, or outward from the centre

– Label carefully (plain, precise language; avoid jargon)

– Don’t try to handle exceptions and error conditions
yet (they tend to obscure the rest of the model)

– Don’t use flowcharts (DFDs model the system, whereas
flowcharts show the operation of an implementation)

• In any case, be prepared to revise, and start again rather
than attempting to correct a wrong model.



Structured design (SD)

• Transaction Analysis – separates the components of a
large design into a network of co-operating subsystems:

– by identifying the transactions involved in problem

– by grouping transaction-related DFD components

– by organizing modules into a set of structure charts

– by producing a structure chart of complete system

• Transform Analysis – deals with sequence of steps needed
to perform a processing operation on a set of data.

• System integration – combines each of the subsystems
into one complete system design



Structure Chart

Data Flow Diagrams

Data Flow Diagrams
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Construct initial DFD to provide
top level description of problem

Elaborate into a layered hierarchy
or DFDs with a data dictionary

Use transaction analysis to divide
DFDs into tractable units

Perform transaction analysis on
DFDs of each transaction to
produce Structure Chart of each
transaction

Merge the resulting Structure
Charts to create "blueprints" and
refine, and add error handling,
initialisation, etc.

Step 1:
construct initial DFD

refine DFD & expand
Step 2:

Step 3:
transaction analysis

transform analysis
Step 4:

merge & refine
Step 5:

transform
add central
Optionally

Summary of the SSA/SD process.



9.2 Structured system analysis

1. Process model: Data Flow Diagram (DFD)

(a) Problem-oriented approach to the main operations,

with no assumptions about hierarchy initially.

(b) Elaboration of DFD through child DFDs, assigning

processes to different levels.

(c) Detail given at lowest levels as process specifications

(P-specs, textual description of process’s function)

2. Data model: ERD used to record content of data flows

(describes all data in DFDs)



Process modelling
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Example of level-0 DFD (used at top levels).

• Data Flow Diagrams are used for two purposes

– logical DFDs: operations and data flow in abstract
terms – the what

– physical DFDs: system model using concrete items,
e.g., data values as int, user ID – the how



Process modelling at lowest level of detail

/* customer selected "withraw cash" option */

2.1 set "provide receipt" flag

4.1 If limit exceeded, display warning message
    and repeat step 3

    set "terminate transaction" flag

5 ...

4 check selected amount does not exceed limit

3 prompt customer to select amount for withdrawal

1 prompt customer to select from "receipt" option

2 If "receipt requested"

3.2.1  Cash Withdrawal

4.2 If step 4.1 repeated three times,

Example of a P-Spec (typically below level 1).



9 Summary of SSA/SD

• Introduction and overview of SSA/SD

• SSA/SD representations

– functional: DFD/P-spec

– data-modelling: ERD/data dictionary

– structural: structure charts

• SSA/SD process

1. Transaction analysis

2. Transform analysis

3. System integration

Next time –
Developing designs using Transaction/Transform Analysis. . .


